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DETERMINING AND USING CAPABILITIES 
OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM 

REFERENCE TO CO-PENDING APPLICATIONS 

This is a continuation-in-part application and claims prior 
ity to US. application Ser. No. 10/609,187 ?led Jun. 26, 2003, 
entitled “HardWare/ Software Capability Rating System,” 
Which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to determining the 
capability of computing products, and more particularly, to 
creating a system to easily match the capabilities of comput 
ing products and softWare applications to determine that the 
tWo Will Work Well together from a base compatibility to 
feature performance meeting a users expectations. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Matching system requirements of softWare With the speci 
?cations of the computer system on Which it Will be used is 
essential to ensure proper functioning of the softWare on the 
system. This is especially true for applications that place 
signi?cant demands on the computer system, such as com 
puter games and computer-assisted drafting tools. Purchasing 
softWare for use on a computer system currently requires an 
understanding of the system requirements of the softWare and 
technical details of the computer system. Unfortunately, the 
average consumer is often unable to match softWare require 
ments to system speci?cations due to the level of technical 
knowledge required. Furthermore, users of resource-inten 
sive applications upgrade their PCs more frequently than 
those Who do not. Therefore, the ability of consumers to 
match softWare requirements With system speci?cations is 
important to not only the consumers, but also to the PC 
manufacturers, component manufacturers, softWare manu 
facturers, and hardWare and softWare retailers. 

To date, application softWare, middleWare, and operating 
systems have, at best, relied on a limited inventory of aWare 
ness of the components in a computer system When they are 
installed. This has led to a general case installation based on 
assumptions of the actual capabilities of the subsystems in the 
computer. For example, being aWare of hoW much RAM 
(random access memory) or hoW large a hard drive is does not 
alloW softWare to optimiZe its buffer transfer siZes because 
there is no metric associated With that inventory of memory or 
disk siZe. Not having that relevant information places a bur 
den on the user or purchaser. The only Way to ensure a given 
application Will run Well on a given computer or computing 
product is to compare the detailed technical speci?cations. 
This requires a high level of knoWledge and sophistication on 
the part of the purchaser. 

The entertainment softWare market provides an example of 
the effects of softWare requirements/ system speci?cations 
matching problems facing PC hardWare and softWare manu 
facturers today. Games created for console platforms (e.g., 
Sony Playstation® 2, Nintendo® GameCube, or Microsoft® 
Xbox) tend to have more consistent sales volumes than games 
created for general-purpose personal computers in part 
because, With a better guarantee of matching softWare 
requirements With system speci?cations, customers are more 
Willing to buy console titles. Keeping the PC ecosystem 
vibrant for both games and other performance demanding 
applications requires a system that enables consumers to pur 
chase such applications With the same surety provided by the 
game console platforms. 
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2 
Previous attempts to categorize computer systems Were 

based only on a list of required components for a system. In 
the 1990s, the Multimedia PC Marketing Council introduced 
the Multimedia PC (MPC) speci?cations to provide PC speci 
?cation guidelines for consumers Wishing to run multimedia 
applications. For example, to achieve the Level 1 MPC speci 
?cation, a computer system Was required to have a processor, 
RAM, hard disk drive, CD-ROM drive, sound card, and video 
display With certain characteristics. 

Previous attempts to categoriZe softWare include 
Microsoft’s “Designed for WindoWs 95” logo program. Soft 
Ware vendors Were granted permission to use Microsoft’s 
“Designed for WindoWs 95” logo if the vendors met certain 
softWare design requirements set by Microsoft. The design 
requirements ensured that softWare carrying the logo Would 
Work effectively and reliably in a Microsoft WindoWs 95 
operating system environment. 

Whatever the bene?ts of previous techniques, hoWever, 
they do not have the advantages of the techniques and tools 
presented beloW. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The folloWing summary provides an overvieW of various 
aspects of the invention. It is not intended to provide an 
exhaustive description of all of the important aspects of the 
invention, nor to de?ne the scope of the invention. Rather, this 
summary is intended to serve as an introduction to the 
detailed description and ?gures that folloW. 

In summary, the described techniques and tools facilitate 
assigning ratings to computer products based on an analysis 
of the attributes, capabilities, and features of the computer 
hardWare and the requirements of computer softWare. 
An embodiment of the present invention is directed to a 

method for determining a capability level of a computer prod 
uct. A request is received from an entity for evaluation of the 
computer product, an analysis is performed on the computer 
product, and a capability indicator level is assigned to the 
computer product based on the analysis. The computer prod 
uct may be computer hardWare, softWare, servers, or a cluster 
of computing devices, for example. Moreover, the entity may 
be a manufacturer, a vendor, or a user. 

According to aspects of the invention, the analysis is per 
formed by at least one of a manufacturer, a vendor, a user, and 
a testing organiZation. The analysis comprises, for example, 
determining at least one of attributes, capabilities, and fea 
tures of the computer hardWare and comparing that to a set of 
predetermined criteria. The analysis may additionally or 
alternatively comprise determining Which ones of attributes, 
capabilities, and features of computer hardWare Will run the 
computer softWare at a predetermined performance level. 

Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a 
method for determining the compatibility and achieving a 
predictable performance level that users Will expect betWeen 
a softWare application and a computing device on Which the 
softWare application is to be run. Such an exemplary method 
comprises determining a capability indicator level of the soft 
Ware application, determining the capability indicator level of 
the computing device, and comparing the capability indicator 
level of the softWare application against the capability indi 
cator level of the computing device. 

According to aspects of the invention, the capability indi 
cator level of the softWare application is determined by a 
hardWare and/or softWare manufacturer, a hardWare and/or 
softWare vendor, a user, or a testing organization. An indica 
tion of the compatibility betWeen the softWare application 
and the computing device may be provided based on a com 
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parison of the capability indicator level of the software appli 
cation and the capability indicator level of the computing 
device. 
A further embodiment in accordance with the present 

invention is directed to a method for providing a user with the 
ability to determine a rating level of a product, comprising 
providing a listing of potential capability rating levels of the 
product to the user, and providing rating analysis instructions 
to the user. The rating analysis instructions may comprise 
techniques for analyZing at least one of attributes, capabili 
ties, and features of the product, wherein the product com 
prises computer hardware, and/or comprise techniques for 
analyZing computer software, and/ or comprise techniques for 
analyZing servers or clusters of computing devices. 

Additional features and advantages of the invention will be 
made apparent from the following detailed description of 
illustrative embodiments that proceeds with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed 
description of preferred embodiments, is better understood 
when read in conjunction with the appended drawings. For 
the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shown in the 
drawings exemplary constructions of the invention; however, 
the invention is not limited to the speci?c methods and instru 
mentalities disclosed. In the drawings: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary comput 
ing environment in which aspects of the invention may be 
implemented; 

FIG. 2 is a ?owchart showing an exemplary technique for 
assigning a rating to a computing device in accordance with 
the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is an illustration of an exemplary arrangement by 
which a user can access a rating tool via a network in accor 

dance with the present invention; 
FIG. 4 is an illustration of an exemplary arrangement for 

rating of computer products by testing organizations in accor 
dance with the present invention; and 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart of an example method for determining 
a capability level of a computer product in accordance with 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

Techniques and tools for implementing a rating system, 
and communicating ratings between users, manufacturers, 
vendors, and/or testing organizations, are described. The 
techniques and tools expedite the process of matching soft 
ware requirements with computer system speci?cations. The 
techniques and tools provide a rating system that allows pro 
spective purchasers (and sellers) of all knowledge levels to 
con?dently purchase (and sell) computing products including 
software for a PC, and to understand the value they would 
receive from purchasing new PC components or a new PC 
capable of running a broader set of applications. 

Consumers, hardware vendors, and software vendors can 
bene?t from techniques and tools that allow a person with a 
limited understanding of computer system capabilities and 
software requirements to make informed software and hard 
ware purchases. The described techniques and tools help 
consumers by, for example, allowing them to purchase 
demanding multimedia software applications (e.g., games, 
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4 
CAD programs, photo-editing programs, feature-rich operat 
ing systems, etc.) without having an unsatisfactory experi 
ence due to substandard performance on their PC. 

Consumers can use a rating on a piece of software or 
hardware to determine if their computer system is becoming 
substandard for the applications they wish to use. Further, 
consumers then can use the rating information to make an 
accurate determination of what capability level to seek in a 
new system purchase or system upgrade. For example, com 
puter games often require a high level of computer perfor 
mance. Computer game players can use the rating informa 
tion to determine the best computer system or component for 
a game they wish to play, or to ?nd a computer game well 
suited to the capabilities of their current system. 

In some embodiments, the rating tool is part of the operat 
ing system. For example, an operating system running on a 
PC includes a rating tool which facilitates determining a 
rating for the PC, a piece of software, or other computing 
product. The rating tool also can update ratings for the PC or 
PC components when the PC is upgraded, or when new rating 
level requirements are determined. The trigger to initiate a 
new rating can include when (l) a new piece of software is 
downloaded/loaded onto the computing system, (2) if the 
operating system detects a new piece of hardware or software, 
and (3) when the user requests for a new rating to be per 
formed. The rating number can be viewed by the user through 
an interface or tool in the control panel of the operating 
system, for example. The tool, in some embodiments, can 
also be used to rate a cluster of computers. Additionally, in 
some embodiments, the rating tool can be used for rating a 
server and components of a server. 

Rating systems can be used for different types of applica 
tions. For example, a low rating on a sound card might reduce 
a rating for games, but may not reduce a rating for running 
CAD applications, where sound is less important to applica 
tion performance. 
The described techniques and tools help OEMs (original 

equipment manufacturers) by, for example, instilling in con 
sumers increased con?dence in the quality of purchased PCs, 
and increasing motivation to purchase new PCs through con 
sumer desires for key entertainment and other applications. 
Consumers may purchase higher-end PCs (which typically 
have higher pro?t margins than lower-end systems) because 
of a desire for and increased ability to recogniZe the value of 
more highly capable systems. Further, since the rating system 
clari?es software compatibility, the burden placed on cus 
tomer support resources by frustrated customers is reduced. 

Similarly, the described techniques and tools help indepen 
dent hardware vendors by, for example, encouraging consum 
ers to purchase more high-end components as part of new 
higher-end PC sales or through PC component upgrades. 
Furthermore, the described techniques and tools help soft 
ware manufacturers through, for example, increased con 
sumer purchasing con?dence, increased sales of software that 
typically comes bundled with new PC purchases (e.g., oper 
ating systems, personal productivity software, and utilities), 
and, similar to OEMs, by reducing the burden on customer 
support resources. 

Rating tools facilitate assigning ratings to computer prod 
ucts. For example, in some embodiments, a computer user 
can use a rating tool to determine a rating level for a computer 
system. In other embodiments, a computer hardware vendor, 
such as a PC manufacturer or PC component manufacturer, 
can use a rating tool to determine rating levels for its products. 
There are several differences between rating tools and bench 
marking applications; these differences are made apparent 
from the descriptions and examples herein. 
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In some embodiments, a standardized rating presentation 
is used to associate computer hardWare or software With 
ratings. For example, a rating presentation indicating the rat 
ing (e.g., an integer number) for a product is used by hardWare 
manufacturers under a licensing agreement. Standard presen 
tations can include several rating levels. For example, the 
softWare presentation can include a minimum rating level, a 
recommended rating level, and/ or a “best experience” rating 
level. 

Exemplary Computing Environment 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example of a suitable computing sys 

tem environment 100 in Which the invention may be imple 
mented. The computing system environment 100 is only one 
example of a suitable computing environment and is not 
intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or 
functionality of the invention. Neither should the computing 
environment 100 be interpreted as having any dependency or 
requirement relating to any one or combination of compo 
nents illustrated in the exemplary operating environment 100. 

The invention is operational With numerous other general 
purpose or special purpose computing system environments 
or con?gurations. Examples of Well knoWn computing sys 
tems, environments, and/or con?gurations that may be suit 
able for use With the invention include, but are not limited to, 
personal computers, server computers, hand-held or laptop 
devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based sys 
tems, set top boxes, programmable consumer electronics, 
netWork PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, distrib 
uted computing environments that include any of the above 
systems or devices, and the like. 
The invention may be described in the general context of 

computer-executable instructions, such as program modules, 
being executed by a computer. Generally, program modules 
include routines, programs, objects, components, data struc 
tures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particu 
lar abstract data types. The invention may also be practiced in 
distributed computing environments Where tasks are per 
formed by remote processing devices that are linked through 
a communications netWork or other data transmission 
medium. In a distributed computing environment, program 
modules and other data may be located in both local and 
remote computer storage media including memory storage 
devices. 

With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for imple 
menting the invention includes a general purpose computing 
device in the form of a computer 110. Components of com 
puter 110 may include, but are not limited to, a processing 
unit 120, a system memory 130, and a system bus 121 that 
couples various system components including the system 
memory to the processing unit 120. The system bus 121 may 
be any of several types of bus structures including a memory 
bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus 
using any of a variety of bus architectures. By Way of 
example, and not limitation, such architectures include Indus 
try Standard Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro Channel Archi 
tecture (MCA) bus, Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus, Video Elec 
tronics Standards Association (VESA) local bus, and 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus (also knoWn as 
MeZZanine bus). 

Computer 110 typically includes a variety of computer 
readable media. Computer readable media can be any avail 
able media that can be accessed by computer 110 and includes 
both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable and non-re 
movable media. By Way of example, and not limitation, com 
puter readable media may comprise computer storage media 
and communication media. Computer storage media includes 
both volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable 
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6 
media implemented in any method or technology for storage 
of information such as computer readable instructions, data 
structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage 
media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, 
?ash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital 
versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic 
cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other mag 
netic storage devices, or any other medium Which can be used 
to store the desired information and Which can accessed by 
computer 110. Communication media typically embodies 
computer readable instructions, data structures, program 
modules or other data in a modulated data signal such as a 
carrier Wave or other transport mechanism and includes any 
information delivery media. The term “modulated data sig 
nal” means a signal that has one or more of its characteristics 
set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in 

the signal. By Way of example, and not limitation, communi 
cation media includes Wired media such as a Wired netWork or 
direct-Wired connection, and Wireless media such as acoustic, 
RF, infrared and other Wireless media. Combinations of any 
of the above should also be included Within the scope of 
computer readable media. 
The system memory 130 includes computer storage media 

in the form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory such as 
ROM 131 and RAM 132. A basic input/output system 133 
(BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer 
information betWeen elements Within computer 110, such as 
during start-up, is typically stored in ROM 131. RAM 132 
typically contains data and/or program modules that are 
immediately accessible to and/or presently being operated on 
by processing unit 120. By Way of example, and not limita 
tion, FIG. 1 illustrates operating system 134, application pro 
grams 135, other program modules 136, and program data 
137. 
The computer 110 may also include other removable/non 

removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By 
Way of example only, FIG. 1 illustrates a hard disk drive 140 
that reads from or Writes to non-removable, nonvolatile mag 
netic media, a magnetic disk drive 151 that reads from or 
Writes to a removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk 152, and an 
optical disk drive 155 that reads from or Writes to a remov 
able, nonvolatile optical disk 156, such as a CD-ROM or other 
optical media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/ 
nonvolatile computer storage media that can be used in the 
exemplary operating environment include, but are not limited 
to, magnetic tape cassettes, ?ash memory cards, digital ver 
satile disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state 
ROM, and the like. The hard disk drive 141 is typically 
connected to the system bus 121 through a non-removable 
memory interface such as interface 140, and magnetic disk 
drive 151 and optical disk drive 155 are typically connected to 
the system bus 121 by a removable memory interface, such as 
interface 150. 
The drives and their associated computer storage media, 

discussed above and illustrated in FIG. 1, provide storage of 
computer readable instructions, data structures, program 
modules and other data for the computer 110. In FIG. 1, for 
example, hard disk drive 141 is illustrated as storing operating 
system 144, application programs 145, other program mod 
ules 146, and program data 147. Note that these components 
can either be the same as or different from operating system 
134, application programs 135, other program modules 136, 
and program data 137. Operating system 144, application 
programs 145, other program modules 146, and program data 
147 are given different numbers here to illustrate that, at a 
minimum, they are different copies. A user may enter com 
mands and information into the computer 20 through input 
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devices such as a keyboard 162 and pointing device 161, 
commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. 
Other input devices (not shown) may include a microphone, 
joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These 
and other input devices are often connected to the processing 
unit 120 through a user input interface 160 that is coupled to 
the system bus, but may be connected by other interface and 
bus structures, such as a parallel port, game port or a universal 
serial bus (USB). A monitor 191 or other type of display 
device is also connected to the system bus 121 via an inter 
face, such as a video interface 190. In addition to the monitor, 
computers may also include other peripheral output devices 
such as speakers 197 and printer 196, Which may be con 
nected through an output peripheral interface 190. 

The computer 110 may operate in a netWorked environ 
ment using logical connections to one or more remote com 

puters, such as a remote computer 180. The remote computer 
180 may be a personal computer, a server, a router, a netWork 
PC, a peer device or other common netWork node, and typi 
cally includes many or all of the elements described above 
relative to the computer 110, although only a memory storage 
device 181 has been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connec 
tions depicted include a local area netWork (LAN) 171 and a 
Wide area netWork (WAN) 173, but may also include other 
netWorks. Such netWorking environments are commonplace 
in of?ces, enterprise-Wide computer netWorks, intranets and 
the Internet. 

When used in a LAN netWorking environment, the com 
puter 110 is connected to the LAN 171 through a netWork 
interface (Wired or Wireless) or adapter 170. When used in a 
WAN netWorking environment, the computer 110 typically 
includes a modem 172 or other means for establishing com 
munications over the WAN 173, such as the Internet. The 
modem 172, Which may be internal or external, may be con 
nected to the system bus 121 via the user input interface 160, 
or other appropriate mechanism. In a netWorked environ 
ment, program modules depicted relative to the computer 
110, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote memory 
storage device. By Way of example, and not limitation, FIG. 1 
illustrates remote application programs 185 as residing on 
memory device 181. It Will be appreciated that the netWork 
connections shoWn are exemplary and other means of estab 
lishing a communications linkbetWeen the computers may be 
used. 

Exemplary Embodiments 

The described techniques and tools alloW hardWare and 
softWare vendors, manufacturers, testing organizations, and 
users to communicate, in a simple and easily understood 
manner, ratings for computer hardWare and softWare. For 
example, the softWare developer and the manufacturer or 
assembler of PC systems Will each be able to note on their 
products’ packaging What rating indicator they require or 
support. The rating tool Will help promote consumer con? 
dence leading to an increase in purchases of computer related 
hardWare and softWare and greater satisfaction When using 
those items as the performance Will match a user’s expecta 
tions. 

A rating level represents the capability of the rated item to 
perform functions for Which the rated item is designed. For 
example, the rating of a computer system represents the capa 
bility of the computer system to run softWare applications. 
The rating of a cluster of computers, for example, represents 
the capability of the cluster to parallel process, load balance, 
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8 
etc. The rating of a server, for example, represents the capa 
bility of the server to manage or provide services to a netWork, 
etc. 

The rating of a computer system is typically a function of 
the ratings of its components. HoWever, it may not be neces 
sary to increase ratings for all components of a system in 
order to increase the rating for the system as a Whole. In some 
embodiments, a rating level is determined (e.g., by a rating 
tool) using a “Weakest link” analysisithe rating level for a 
system is determined by identifying the component Within the 
system having the loWest capability. For example, the rating 
level for a computer system is determined to be “3” by ?nding 
that the component Within the primary device set of the sys 
tem With the loWest capability has a rating level of “3.” The 
“Weakest link” analysis also can be applied to determining 
ratings for PC components by determining the feature of the 
component With the loWest capability. 
The rating of a computer system, for example, may also be 

a function of the combined analysis of the attributes, capa 
bilities, and features of a computing product. An attribute is 
an inherent system characteristic or degree to Which a system 
Will adhere to a standard. Attributes often contribute directly 
to the ability of a system to effectively run particular softWare 
or class of softWare. The attributes often also play a big role in 
system purchasing and con?guration decisions. Performance 
is a commonly measured and expressed attribute. For 
example, an attribute may be expressed in terms of a unit of 
measure (inches, bytes per second, a measured frequency, 
megabytes, etc.). 
A feature, in contrast to an attribute, is a prominent or 

distinctive part, component, or characteristic. Features are not 
measured; they are detected or enumerated. Example of fea 
tures include USB 2.0, a memory siZe of at least 512 MB, a 
DVD drive, etc. 
A capability is a system’s ability to effectively perform a 

speci?ed function or task or class of functions or tasks. Capa 
bilities are often present or absent but can also be present to 
some matter of degree, measure, or metric. To be present, a 
capability requires, for example, a speci?ed or minimum 
level of one or more attributes, the presence of one or more of 
the speci?ed features, or a directly measured, a detected abil 
ity or an expression of a speci?c function or task or class of 
functions or tasks. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a technique 200 for determining a rating for 
a computer system or component. At step 210, an inquiry is 
performed to determine the attributes, capabilities, and fea 
tures of a computer system or component. For example, When 
determining a rating for a computer system, the rating tool 
takes an inventory of the attributes, capabilities, and features 
of the system to run softWare applications. This inventory can 
include a testing of the capabilities of particular components 
of the computer system. 
At step 220, attributes, capabilities, and features of the 

computer system or component are evaluated to determine a 
rating. A rating is determined based on the level of the 
attributes, capabilities, and features of the computer system. 
For example, a rating for a graphics component may require 
graphics component to have a graphics chip capable of trans 
forming 1,000,000 generic polygons per second and require a 
certain level of overall graphics performance for the compo 
nent. A graphics component may not qualify for the rating if 
it has a graphics chip capable of transforming the required 
number of generic polygons per second but the chip is not 
able to transform that many polygons With a speci?c set of 
features turned on. 
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At step 230, a rating is assigned to the system or individual 
component based on the inquiry and evaluation of the 
attributes, capabilities, and features when compared against 
predetermined criteria. 

Rating tools are tools for assigning rating levels to com 
puter products. For example, in some embodiments, a com 
puter user can run a rating tool on a PC to determine a rating 

level for the system. In other embodiments, an OEM, a ven 
dor, or testing lab can use a rating tool to determine rating 
levels. Rating tools for OEMs, vendors, and testing labs can 
include a more extensive set of testing tools, while rating tools 
for most consumers can include fewer testing tools and run 
more quickly than rating tools for OEMs, vendors, and testing 
labs. However, rating tools for consumers wishing to perform 
more robust testing of computer systems can include a full set 
of testing tools. 

Rating tools can analyze computer product attributes, 
capabilities, and features and use the results of the analysis in 
combination with rating level data to determine a rating level 
(e.g., an integer number) for the hardware, software, servers, 
etc. Rating level data can be accessed from a database (e. g., an 
online database), for example, or can be provided with a 
computer system (i.e., as a tool of the operating system) or 
component (e.g., embedded in a device driver signature). 
Additionally, a rating tool can be accessed or downloaded 
over a network (LAN or WAN), accessed locally (e.g., as a 
feature of an operating system on a computer system to be 
rated), or provided to a user of the tool by other means (e. g., 
by distribution on a CD-ROM or other computer-readable 

medium). 
FIG. 3 shows an exemplary arrangement 300 in which one 

or more computer users can access a rating tool 310 at a 
remote computer 315 via a network 320. In addition to the 
rating tool 310, the remote computer 315 also can have rating 
level data 325, for example in a database, which the rating tool 
can use to determine ratings for a computer product. Alterna 
tively, rating level data can be located at another location 
(e. g., within the rating tool itself, or in a device driver signa 
ture of a hardware component). A computer user can use the 
rating tool 310 by connecting to remote computer 315 and 
running the tool from the remote computer (e.g., via a web 
interface). Or, a computer user can download the rating tool 
310 and run the tool locally. 

In some embodiments, a rating tool is available at a website 
of a computer hardware or software manufacturer for use by 
users or retailers of the manufacturers ’ products. In particular, 
an online rating tool can be useful for retailers providing PC 
upgrade services. For example, a computer vendor can have a 
link on their website to display examples of software titles 
that run well on a particular computing device (e.g., a com 
puting device with a rating level of 3 will show the top 50 
software titles that can be run on the level 3 computing 
device). The computer vendor can also have a second link 
showing the consumer what software titles can run on a level 

4 computing device, effectively marketing a higher end 
machine. In other embodiments, the vendor can have a link 
for “what do I need to do to improve my rating of my PC” in 
which a user can see what items from a shopping list they can 
added to increase their rating. In other embodiments, a rating 
tool is available on another website for use by a manufacturer 
of computing products. 
A computer user can access the rating tool 310 from a 

variety of computing devices connected to network 320 via a 
wired connection (e.g., via an analog telephone line connec 
tion, DSL connection, cable modem connection, or some 
other wired connection) or a wireless connection, and/or via 
some other network. For example, a computer user can access 
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10 
rating tool 310 via a desktop computer connected to a local 
network, such as desktop computers 330-332 connected to 
local network 335 or a computer user can access rating tool 
310 via a desktop computer that is not connected to a local 
network, such as desktop computer 340. A computer user can 
also access the rating tool 310 from computing devices such 
as portable laptop computer 350, hand-held computer 360, or 
some other computing device, such as a computing device 
with cellular telephone functionality or other functionality. 

Rating tools can provide information to a user of the tool 
regarding the system or component being rated. For example, 
in some embodiments, in addition to providing a rating, a 
rating tool for determining a rating for PC can display (e. g., 
via a graphical user interface) capability level requirements 
for one or more capability levels, ratings for components of 
the PC, and/ or a comparison of the PCs features and perfor 
mance with those needed to reach one or more capability 
levels (e.g., showing how PC speci?cations exceed or fall 
short of requirements for a given capability level). Rating 
tools for consumers can differ from rating tools for vendors in 
terms of the amount and nature of information they display. 
Rating tools for vendors, for example, may contain additional 
technical details regarding component and feature inventories 
and performance results. For example, a rating tool for use by 
a component manufacturer may include technical perfor 
mance data and details on how to improve a component’s 
rating. 

Rating tools can use tools such as Microsoft’s DirectX 
Diagnostics (DXDiag), DirectX Caps Viewer, or Display 
Conformance Test (DCT) or benchmarking tools to perform 
or assist in performing certain functions, such as taking inven 
tory of components or component features, or testing perfor 
mance of systems or components. 

Testing organizations can use rating level requirements to 
test computer hardware or software and assign appropriate 
ratings to the hardware or software. For example, FIG. 4 
shows an exemplary arrangement 400 for rating computer 
products by testing organizations. Product vendors 410 pro 
vide products 420 to testing organizations 430. The testing 
organizations test the products and use the rating level 
requirements to provide ratings 440 for the products 420. The 
product vendors 410 can then sell rated products 450 to pur 
chasers 460. 

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart of an example method 500 for deter 
mining a capability level of a computer product in accordance 
with the present invention. At step 510, a request is received 
from an entity for evaluation of a computer product. The 
entity making the request may be a computer hardware or 
software manufacturer, vendor, or user, for example. The 
computer product may be hardware, software, a server, or a 
cluster of computing devices for example. 
At step 520, an analysis is performed on the computer 

product. The analysis may be performed, locally or remotely, 
by the recipient of the request. For example, the analysis may 
be performed on-site at the entity’s location or may be per 
formed remotely, e. g., by a testing organization. 

After the analysis is performed, a rating or capability indi 
cator level is assigned to the computer product, at step 530, 
based on the analysis. If the computer product is computer 
hardware, then the analysis comprises, for example, deter 
mining attributes, capabilities, and/or features of the com 
puter hardware and comparing them against predetermined 
criteria. If the computer product is software, then the analysis 
comprises, for example, determining which attributes, capa 
bilities, and/or features of computer hardware will run the 
computer software at a predetermined performance level. 
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To associate hardware with ratings that are assigned to 
them, a standardized rating presentation can be placed on 
computer hardware. In some embodiments, a rating presen 
tation indicating the rating (e.g., an integer number) for a 
product is used by OEMs, hardware and/or software vendors, 
channel partners, Enterprise, SMORG, and individual end 
users under a licensing agreement (e.g., an agreement with an 
entity that has set rating level requirements and implemented 
the presentation of rating levels in a standardized format). The 
licensing agreement can require, for example, that the com 
ponent or system must have been tested by an approved 
testing organiZation to verify the rating level. The standard 
iZed rating presentation allows consumers to use ratings when 
determining which computer system or component to pur 
chase, based on their desire to run applications that require or 
recommend certain capability levels. 

Software vendors can use a standardiZed rating presenta 
tion for software for their products. In some embodiments, the 
standardiZed rating presentation for software is virtually 
identical to the hardware presentation to help consumers rec 
ogniZe and match ratings for hardware and software. The 
standardiZed rating presentation for software may also be 
used under a license agreement. Such an agreement may 
further require, for example, that software products using the 
rating presentation conform to other standards. For example, 
the license agreement may require the software to ful?ll 
requirements for running the software on a particular operat 
ing system (e.g., Microsoft’s Windows XP application logo 
requirements) . 

The software presentation can include several rating levels. 
For example, the software presentation can include a mini 
mum rating level, a recommended rating level, and/ or a “best 
experience” rating level. Having several rating levels in the 
presentation allows consumers with different expectations of 
performance to select software that works best for them. 
Furthermore, having rating levels such as a “best experience” 
rating level can encourage consumers to purchase system 
upgrades. 
As mentioned above, while exemplary embodiments of the 

present invention have been described in connection with 
various computing devices, the underlying concepts may be 
applied to any computing device or system. 

The various techniques described herein may be imple 
mented in connection with hardware or software or, where 
appropriate, with a combination of both. Thus, the methods 
and apparatus of the present invention, or certain aspects or 
portions thereof, may take the form of program code (i.e., 
instructions) embodied in tangible media, such as ?oppy dis 
kettes, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or any other machine-read 
able storage medium, wherein, when the program code is 
loaded into and executed by a machine, such as a computer, 
the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the inven 
tion. In the case of program code execution on programmable 
computers, the computing device will generally include a 
processor, a storage medium readable by the processor (in 
cluding volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage ele 
ments), at least one input device, and at least one output 
device. The program(s) can be implemented in assembly or 
machine language, if desired. In any case, the language may 
be a compiled or interpreted language, and combined with 
hardware implementations. 

The methods and apparatus of the present invention may 
also be practiced via communications embodied in the form 
of program code that is transmitted over some transmission 
medium, such as over electrical wiring or cabling, through 
?ber optics, or via any other form of transmission, wherein, 
when the program code is received and loaded into and 
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12 
executed by a machine, such as an EPROM, a gate array, a 
programmable logic device (PLD), a client computer, or the 
like, the machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the 
invention. When implemented on a general-purpose proces 
sor, the program code combines with the processor to provide 
a unique apparatus that operates to invoke the functionality of 
the present invention. Additionally, any storage techniques 
used in connection with the present invention may invariably 
be a combination of hardware and software. 

While the present invention has been described in connec 
tion with the preferred embodiments of the various ?gures, it 
is to be understood that other similar embodiments may be 
used or modi?cations and additions may be made to the 
described embodiments for performing the same function of 
the present invention without deviating therefrom. Therefore, 
the present invention should not be limited to any single 
embodiment, but rather should be construed in breadth and 
scope in accordance with the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for determining a capability indicator level of 

a computer product, the method comprising: receiving, in a 
computer system, a request from an entity for evaluation of 
the computer product; using the computer system to perform 
an analysis on the computer product, wherein the analysis 
comprises determining an inventory of a plurality of hard 
ware components of the computer product and assigning a 
respective rating level to each hardware component of the 
plurality of hardware components of the computer product; 
and assigning a capability indicator level to the computer 
product by the computer system based on said analysis and 
based on a type of application to which the capability indica 
tor level is applicable, wherein the type of application is one 
of a plurality of different types of applications, each type of 
application associated with a respective rating system that 
considers a respective subset of the plurality of hardware 
components of the computer product, wherein assigning the 
capability indicator level comprises identifying the hardware 
component having a lowest rating level of the respective 
sub set of the plurality of hardware components considered by 
the respective rating system associated with the type of appli 
cation to which the capability indicator level is applicable 
having a lowest rating level. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the entity comprises one 
of a computer hardware manufacturer, a vendor, and a user. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the analysis is per 
formed by at least one of a computer hardware manufacturer, 
a vendor, a user, and a testing organiZation. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein performing the analysis 
comprises determining at least one of attributes, capabilities, 
and features of the hardware components and comparing the 
at least one of the attributes, capabilities, and features against 
predetermined criteria. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the computer product 
comprises computer software. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the entity comprises one 
of a computer software manufacturer, a vendor, and a user. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the analysis is per 
formed by at least one of a computer software manufacturer, 
a vendor, a user, and a testing organiZation. 

8. The method of claim 5, wherein performing the analysis 
comprises determining which ones of attributes, capabilities, 
and features of computer hardware will run the computer 
software at a predetermined performance level. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the computer product 
comprises servers or a cluster of computing devices. 

10. A method for determining the compatibility between a 
software application and a computing device on which the 
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software application is to be run, the method comprising: 
using the computing device to determine a plurality of capa 
bility indicator levels of the softWare application, Wherein the 
plurality of capability indicator levels comprises a minimum 
capability indicator level, a recommended capability indica 
tor level, and a best experience capability indicator level; 
using the computing device to determine a capability indica 
tor level of the computing device at least in part by determin 
ing respective rating levels of a plurality of hardWare compo 
nents of the computing device and identifying a hardWare 
component of a subset of the plurality of hardWare compo 
nents that has a loWest rating level, Wherein the respective 
rating levels used in determining the capability indicator level 
of the computing device are determined as a function of a type 
of the softWare application, Wherein the type of the softWare 
application is one of a plurality of different types of softWare 
applications, each type of softWare application associated 
With a respective rating system, and Wherein the hardWare 
components comprising the subset of the plurality of hard 
Ware components of the computer product are determined by 
the respective rating system that is associated With the type of 
the softWare application; and using the computing device to 
compare at least one capability indicator level of the plurality 
of capability indicator levels of the softWare application 
against the capability indicator level of the computing device. 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the capability indi 
cator level of the softWare application is determined by a 
softWare manufacturer, a softWare vendor, a user, or a testing 
organization. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein the capability indi 
cator level of the computing device is determined by a hard 
Ware manufacturer, a hardware vendor, a user, or a testing 
organization. 

13. The method of claim 10, Wherein the comparing is 
performed by at least one of a softWare manufacturer, a hard 
Ware manufacturer, a vendor, a user, and a testing organiZa 
tion. 
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14. The method of claim 10, further comprising providing 

an indication of the compatibility betWeen the softWare appli 
cation and the computing device based on the comparison of 
the capability indicator level of the softWare application and 
the capability indicator level of the computing device. 

15. The method of claim 10, Wherein the computing device 
comprises servers or a cluster of computing devices. 

16. A computer system for determining a capability indi 
cator level of a computer product comprising: 

a processor; and 

a memory having stored therein instructions comprising: 
receiving, in the computer system, a request from an entity 

for evaluation of the computer product; 
using the computer system to perform an analysis an the 

computer product, Wherein the analysis comprises 
determining an inventory of a plurality of hardWare 
components of the computer product and assigning a 
respective rating level to each hardWare component of 
the plurality of hardWare components of the computer 
product; and 

assigning a capability indicator level to the computer prod 
uct by the computer system based an said analysis and 
based an a type of application to Which the capability 
indicator level is applicable, Wherein the type of appli 
cation is one of a plurality of different types of applica 
tions, each type of application associated With a respec 
tive rating system that considers a respective subset of 
the plurality of hardWare components of the computer 
product, Wherein assigning the capability indicator level 
comprises identifying the hardWare component having a 
loWest rating level of the respective subset of the plural 
ity of hardWare components considered by the respec 
tive rating system associated With the type of application 
to Which the capability indicator level is applicable. 


